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reason why the West more quickly developed a modern form of civilization while the
East continued in its traditional ways.
The Origin of Universities:
From Scholasticus to Professor
As the numbers of students in the European cathedral schools increased in the
eleventh century, direct management was often delegated by the bishop to a church
official known as the chancellor. The chain of authority was from pope to bishop to
chancellor or scholasticus. One of the most important powers delegated to the
chancellor was the right to issue to qualified students a license to teach (licentia
docendi) within the diocese. As certain of the cathedral schools grew to still greater
prominence, the pope gave them the right to issue a license to teach anywhere (licentia
docendiubique), a much sought after credential.
Certain cathedral schools acquired the title studium generate, a place of general
study, so called because they attracted students from a wide area and their license to
teach was recognized beyond their own jurisdiction. By 1100 the most flourishing
studia were those in northern France at Chartres, Orleans, Reims, Laon, and Paris; in
England at Canterbury; in Spain at Toledo; in Italy at Salerno and Bologna.
In the twelfth century the growing number of teachers and students began to
follow a typical medieval pattern of group action: they organized themselves into a
guild, or universitas. The term universftas was originally applied to any group of people
who formed a guild for common purposes, but gradually it was limited to universities
of faculties and students. As this kind of corporate organization took place, cathedral
schools became universities. The process of transformation was gradual, and no exact
date can be given for this transition in the case of the universities that appeared in the
later twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. The university of teachers was designed to
protect their rights against the chancellor, the bishop, the king, the town, or anyone
else who tried to bring them under control. Likewise, the students often organized
themselves into guilds for protection against the teachers, the townspeople, and each
other. These early student universities usually followed nationality lines according to
the region or country from which the students came.
In the eleventh century large numbers of students were flocking to Paris,
attracted by Abelard and his colleagues to the schools of the cathedral of Notre Dame,
the collegiate church of St. Genevieve, and the abbey of St Victor. Before the end of
the twelfth century the masters of these schools had organized themselves into guilds
of liberal arts, law, medicine, and theology, because they felt themselves fettered by
the control of the chancellors of Notre Dame and St. Genevieve. The masters, wanting
to control their own affairs, appoint new members to their group as other guilds did,
and issue licenses to teach, turned to anyone who would give them help in their
struggles to achieve greater autonomy. On occasion, they turned to the king for help
against the townspeople; Louis VII gave them the right to strike whenever they were
molested by the town, and students and faculty gained the right to be tried by
ecclesiastical or university courts rather than in the civil courts. If the king then began

